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happened two or three times in one season the trees would be permanently dead. As it

was, in time, they would bring forth more leaves. However, the caterpillars

had eaten up all the leaves and there was nothing more for them to eat, so they died

on the ground. They thus were unable to become change into moths and to lay more

produce more of their species. Had a third as many moths been produced atthat time

they would have eaten up the leaves and gone on to become moths .and deposited more

and there k would have more larvae to eat more leaves, and they might have continued

for a long time. The race reproduced itself to the point where it died off.

If two germs were in a dish and they multimplied in a day to become four, one

could only one could see the difference only with a microscope. If these four
should becoe

became eight the next day one could only see it see it only with a microscope.

1 don't know how long it would go on in a situation where they could only be seen
there

be seen only with a microscope. But if there were mf sufficient food they might

in time become enough of them to fill a fourth of the dish. This might take years.

However, if, after a fourth of the dish was were filled, if they kept should keep

on reproducing at the same rate it would take only another day to fill half of the dish

and a second day to fef Iilci fill the dish completely.

x If the human race were to double every fifty 50 years, starting with a few

individuals, it would take many, many years to reach a million. Yet, if it were thus

to reach $4,000,000,000, and in the next fifty years 50 years it were to double

there would be 40,000,000,000 additional people on earth to be fed and housed and so forth.
at

The population of Mexico has increased/in such a tremendous rate in the last few years
are resources

that it is rapidly reaching the point where there is insufficient resource to support

them. Not many years ago China had 400,000,000 was said to have 400,000,000 people.

It is now said to be approaching a billion, and multiplying very rapidly. Is it God's

plan that human beings should multiply at the greatest possible rate until they fill

the whole world so full ;that nobody can take a step without stepping on someone else]

In my opinion GJod wants us to bring k healthy people bodies into the world

that can be the means for the zamft souls that He places to which He lends kkand
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